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®
Kitchen Makeovers

The most cost effective way to

transform your kitchen
With Cherry Kitchen Makeovers there
is no need to go through the upheaval and
considerable expense of replacing your
fitted kitchen.
The solution is simple and can be
achieved for around half the price.
From a simple door change to a complete
makeover, we’ll revitalise your kitchen in
the most cost efficient way and with the
minimum of disruption.

Our extensive range of furniture and fittings
gives you an almost unlimited choice of
design, style, colour and effect.
Browse through this brochure and see
how you can easily, quickly and affordably
breathe new life into your old kitchen with a
Cherry Kitchen Makeover.
By retaining your existing cabinets you not
only avoid unnecessary waste, but save
money and help save the environment too!
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from the best range
of doors, handles, work
surfaces and kitchen
accessories...
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Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337

“That morning, in the Kitchen over breakfast.
I knew I needed a change.”
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A replacement kitchen or a

Cherry kitchen makeover?
Cherry kitchen makeover

Full kitchen replacement

Installation

Replace complete kitchen including all units
with risk of possible structural damage

X

A stylish makeover with the latest designs and made to
measure components whilst retaining existing cabinets

Timescale

Average time for a complete refit –
7 to 10 days

X

Average time for a Cherry kitchen makeover –
2 to 3 days

Disruption

Major and lengthy inconvenience for all
the family

X

Minimal disruption and inconvenience

Cost

In most cases the replacement costs of
cabinets is totally unnecessary

X

Retain existing cabinets – all unnecessary
costs avoided

Environment

Removal and waste of perfectly good
materials

X

Retain your existing cabinets – the environmentally
friendly approach

End Result

Fabulous new kitchen

Fabulous new kitchen - fraction of the cost

®
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0800 633 5337

Your complete

reassurance

Our made-to-measure doors are manufactured in one of the most
sophisticated plants in the UK delivering excellence for over 20 years.
As a company we are focused on bringing you guaranteed quality and
total peace of mind in everything we offer and do – from our range of
over 300 doors, plus handles, accessories and appliances to the skill,
thoroughness and professionalism of all our fully trained staff.

“I looked for a company that I could trust, a company that
offered a complete, genuine and guaranteed service.”
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Our Service
• A free, no obligation survey and quotation
• The benefit of our considerable expertise and advice at
every stage of design and fitting
• Only the highest quality materials and fittings used,
manufactured to the highest standards
• Over 300 door styles and finishes
• We offer an extensive range of appliances and accessories
• A detailed technical survey carried out prior to installation
• Delivery normally within 4 to 6 weeks
• Installation in just 2 to 3 days
• Comprehensive guarantee on all manufactured furniture

With you every step of the way
It is our committed belief - and company philosophy - that the highest quality
products should be equalled only with the highest level of customer service.
We assure you that we’re with you every step of the way. Our nationwide team of
designers and surveyors are committed to ensuring everything is to your complete
satisfaction, before, during and after your kitchen makeover.
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Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on

0800 633 5337

Create a style
of your own
Imagine your kitchen as a canvas - and
Cherry as the artist’s pallet.
We’ve worked hard to bring you virtually
unlimited choice and unlimited options,
backed by a guarantee from us that all of
our products are made to the very highest
standards and from the highest quality
materials.
You may even be astounded by the choice
- but don’t worry! Our kitchen designers
will work with you every step of the way to
ensure your kitchen makeover creates the
perfect picture.
The key to a beautiful new Cherry kitchen
is versatility.
You can mix and match from our extensive
ranges and create a style of your own!
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“The idea was to revitalise my kitchen - what I saw at
Cherry refreshed my way of thinking.”

Doors - A vast selection of made-to-measure
doors from contemporary to traditional, the
choice is endless.
New Cabinets - We also offer a range of
made-to-measure quality cabinets to ensure total
flexibility with any new layout or design.
Handles - Porcelain, chrome, nickel, stainless
steel, pewter, brass or natural wood. There’s more
to a handle at Cherry Kitchen Makeovers!
Work surfaces - We’ve everything from
laminates to granite. And we’ve something a little
extra special too called Samsung Quartz.
Sinks and taps - Remember grandma’s old
stone sink and cold tap? Well, today we can offer
you a choice of hundreds of ultra modern sink
and tap combinations - and traditional ones too.
Let us help you find the perfect match for your
makeover.
Furniture Accessories - If you want to go
that extra mile, we’re with you all the way with
an accessories range to satisfy every possible
lifestyle and functional requirement.
Appliances - An extensive selection of brand
name appliances incorporating the latest
technology and designs. It’s amazing what Cherry
Kitchen Makeovers can bring to your new look
kitchen!

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337
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with so much choice

where does your makeover begin?

As the key visual feature, we recommend
you start with the doors. Over the next
few pages you’ll see an example of the
vast range of styles, colours and finishes
available from Cherry Kitchen Makeovers.
Found the door you like? Then personalise
your choice with handles before choosing
a worktop to match, a sink, taps, appliances
and accessories.

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337

the Cherry Door

Collection

Our made-to-measure

Milan Range

Go for the minimal look, or something with the WOW factor! We have a vast
array of contemporary door styles that will create the finish you desire.
Here is just a small selection from our huge range of colours and finishes:

Alpine White

Burgundy

Quartz Glass

Quartz Cubanit

Red

Light Grey

Malaga

White Grey

Vino

Steel Blue

Marine

Black

Vanilla

Turquoise

Pistachio

White Avola

Grey Beige Gladstone Oak

Grey Nebrasca Oak

Hacienda Black

Jackson Pine

Lava Tortona

Light Calais Oak

Sand Gladstone Oak

Light Natural Oak

Anthracite Oak

Thermo Oak

Maple

Ellmau Beech

Natural Aida Walnut

Natural Arlington Oak

White Fleetwood

Natural Caribbean Walnut

Brown Grey Avola

Rusty Ceramic

Truffle Brown Avola
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“A contemporary finish,
a popular choice”

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on

0800 633 5337
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“The hard wearing, eye catching choice”
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the Cherry Door

Collection

Our made-to-measure

New England Range
A selection of unique styles and finishes in tactile vinyl.
A small sample from our range, available in a huge choice of colours.

Ascot

Avienda

Balmoral

Berwick

Cottage

Brecon

Bridgewater

Chardonnay

Coniston

Vienna

Crossland

Denver

Esquire

Grove

Shaker

Kendal

Keswick

Madrid

Manhattan

Milano

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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the Cherry Door

Collection
Our made-to-measure

Glacier Range
The Glacier is a shimmering high gloss acrylic door ideally suited
to the sleek modern kitchen.

Black Reflection

Brown Reflection

Anthracite Reflection

Blue Reflection
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Cappuccino Reflection

Cream Reflection

“The beauty of acrylic – an eye catching finish
with a sheen of quality”

White Reflection

Khaki Reflection

Red Reflection

Violet Reflection
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Light Grey

Dark Grey
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“You don’t have to be schooled in the art of interior
design to create the kitchen of your dreams in the
colour of your choice”
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The hand painted doors are available in 8 standard
colours in a matt finish. Alternatively you can choose a
colour from any Farrow & Ball colour swatch.
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the Cherry Door

Collection

Heritage Range
Timeless in their design our Heritage Collection of hand painted doors
create an elegant and welcoming environment in any home. The neutral
tones and simplistic design offer an uncomplicated living space.

Chalkboard Hand Painted

Cream Hand Painted

Dakar Hand Painted

French Grey Hand Painted

Ivory Hand Painted

Lava Hand Painted

Sage Green Hand Painted

White Hand Painted

Broadoak Light

Croft Oak

Estro Walnut

Milbourne Oak

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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44mm Clear Lacquered
Birch Knob

Pewter Knob &
Back Plate

34mm Clear Lacquered
Oak Knob

Matt Chrome Pull Handle

Matt Chrome Bow
Handle

Satin Nickel Bow Handle

Stainless Steel Effect
D Handle

Pewter Bow Handle

Chrome Knob

Stainless Steel Effect D Handle

Titanium D Handle

Pewter D Handle

White Ceramic
Knob

Stainless Steel Effect
Bar Handle

Brushed Nickel
D Handle

Matt Nickel
D Handle Shaker

“The perfect way to personalise your kitchen makeover”
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Handles
With Cherry Kitchen Makeovers, you’re
never stuck with what “comes in the box”.
For the ultimate personalisation of your
kitchen makeover, browse through our
handles range and cherry pick a style to
match your doors. Here is a sample from
our huge collection.

Dimple Nickel
Oval Knob

Satin Chrome Bow Handle

Matt Nickel Half Bow Handle

Matt Nickel Bow
Handle

Matt Nickel
Shaker Knob

Black Bow Handle

Brushed Nickel Bow Handle – large

Titanium Bow Handle

Pewter Cage Drop
Bar Handle

Polished Chrome
Square Knob

Matt Nickel Cup
Shaker

Matt Chrome D Handle

Antique Pewter Twister
D Handle

Antique Pewter
Twister T Handle

Stainless Steel
Effect Square Knob

Brushed Nickel Bow Handle – small

Matt Nickel Dimpled Bow

Pewter Cage
T Handle

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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Work Surfaces
Here is just a small selection from our extensive range of work surfaces. At Cherry Kitchens we only use the finest materials
available, which includes Duropal and Egger laminate work surfaces and also the luxury feel of Samsung Quartz for that extra
special finish.

Duropal laminate work surfaces

Egger laminate work surfaces

“Tactile, tantalising and tough”
22

“However you want to express yourself,
with Samsung Quartz – you can.”
A perfect surface is like the icing on a cake. It’s the final touch, your own
personal signature. With the vast array of colours, styles and motifs available
from Samsung work surfaces, you’re sure to find your perfect design to inspire
creativity. Quartz surfaces from Samsung meets the highest standards of
quality you would expect from a world class company.

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337
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Sinks and Taps
Think style and functionality – choosing
your sink and taps couldn’t be easier with
our extensive brand name selection which
will satisfy any kitchen makeover from
contemporary to traditional design.

Stainless steel

Ceramic

Composite

Glass

“The perfect complement to any kitchen”

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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Now for something

really special...
Give your kitchen a sleek elegant finish
with something a little different - a beautiful
modern and easy to clean toughened glass
splashback.
Our glass splashbacks are very durable and
made with practicality in mind.

• Stylish and contemporary
• Easier to clean than conventional
stainless steel or tiles.
• Available in a huge range of colours
and finishes
• They can even be personalised with your
own image!
• Fantastic quality
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“A beautiful and unique feature to your
kitchen makeover”

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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Furniture Accessories
Storage, functionality, efficiency – three elements that our
stylish accessories range can bring to give you the perfect
kitchen makeover.
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“Finishing touches to suit every style
and fulfil every expectation”

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337

Appliances
Our amazing range of brand name appliances offering
everything from cookers and dishwashers to extractors
and the latest refrigerators all with the most up to date
designs and technology.

“Stunning appliances for stunning makeovers”
30

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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0800 633 5337
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“High performance and optimum style,
the perfect complement to your
kitchen makeover”

Luxury
Flooring
Camaro is a collection of
luxury vinyl tiles from Polyflor,
replicating the natural beauty
of stone, slate and marble and
wood finishes, designed for use
in all residential and commercial
interiors.

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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Quality and Service that’s second to none,
but don’t just take our word for it...
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Once we had accepted Cherry Kitchen
Makeovers’ quote- more than half the
price of other quotes we had receivedeverything was delivered and fitted
within 4 weeks. What attracted us to
Cherry Kitchens was the exceptional
customer service, the quality of the
furniture and the wide range of colours
available to us which meant we could
have as much input as we wanted. Why
go anywhere else? We would definitely
recommend them in the future.

after!

Mr Mark Lane
Amblecote

We were over the moon with
our kitchen makeover. It totally
transformed our existing kitchen.
Nothing was too much for
the company who were very
professional and courteous at
all times. We even managed to
change a false corner cupboard
as recommended by the company
which gave us more storage space.
A job well done!
Mr & Mrs Hodges
Halesowen
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after!

See more reviews
at yell.com
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We recently had our kitchen makeover
carried out by Cherry Kitchen Makeovers.
The service we had from start to finish was
first class. The work was completed in 2
days and the fitter Rob and the tiler turned
up at 7.30 am prompt as arranged. The
rubbish was also collected on the same
day. It was all very professional. Everyone
we’ve invited round since has been very
impressed with the new look. The new
lighting and flooring gives it the finishing
touch too. I would gladly recommend the
company to all friends and family.

before...

Mr & Mrs Lorenz
Castle Bromwich
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I was very pleased with the finished
makeover. Everything was carried out
very professionally. The fitter was very
friendly and totally changed the look
of our kitchen. We can’t believe it’s
the same kitchen! It’s now encouraged
us to finish off the decorating! I would
recommend Cherry Kitchens to all my
friends and colleagues.
Mr & Mrs Willetts
Pedmore

after!

Cherry Kitchens supplied and fitted new
doors, worktops and new appliances for us
including building us a new housing unit
for our new fridge freezer and dresser unit.
All in all, it has been a pleasure dealing
with this company from our first visit to the
showroom to the very efficient installation of
our new kitchen furniture and even returning
in a timely manner to fix a few snagging
issues we had. We are more than satisfied
with the work carried out and are happy to
recommend Cherry Kitchen Makeovers.

after!

Mr & Mrs Payne
Wollaston

...

before

after!

Call us now for your
free survey and quotation on
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Imagine how exciting, how refreshing,
how different and rewarding a full
kitchen makeover can be in your home.
And remember how much you can
save with Cherry Kitchen Makeovers
compared to a complete kitchen refit!
To find out more, take advantage of
our FREE no obligation survey and
quotation service.

Call us now to arrange an appointment with
your local Cherry Kitchens branch

0800 633 5337

®
Kitchen Makeovers

Head Office:
Haywood House, New Road
Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1PA

Due to the limitations of colour printing processes, colours may not be strictly accurate and therefore used for guidance only.

Tel:
01384 390 898
Email: sales@cherry-kitchens.co.uk
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